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L9110 x XL11-741 Double Dummy With Active Trim
Knob/lever both sides always active.
Includes lock case and armor front.
Specify per XL11-741. May be
ordered with optional XL11-743
armor front with cutout to receive
deadbolt only.

L9482 x XL11-543
LV9482

Institution Lock With Deadbolt*
Latchbolt retracted by key from either
side. Knob/lever on both sides always
inoperative. Deadbolt thrown or
retraced by key either side. Auxiliary
latch deadlocks latchbolt when door is
locked. Specify per XL11-543.

L9040 x XL11-446
LV9040

Privacy With Turns Both Sides
Latchbolt retracted by knob/lever
from either side unless outside is
locked by inside or outside
thumbturn. Operating inside knob/
lever, closing door or rotating either
thumbturn unlocks outside knob/lever.
Specify per XL11-446.

L9460 x XL11-635 L9460 With Fixed Dummy Trim
Knob/lever both sides fixed. Deadbolt
thrown or retracted by key outside or
thumbturn inside. Specify per
XL11-635.

L9460, L9462, L9464 Deadbolt With Retraction By
Inside Lever or Knob
L9460: Deadbolt thrown or retracted
by key outside or thumbturn inside.
Outside knob/lever always fixed.
Inside knob/lever active when
deadbolt is extended. Rotating inside
knob/lever will retract deadbolt.
L9462: Same as above, except
deadbolt thrown or retracted by key
from either side.
L9464 (shown): Same as above,
except deadbolt thrown or retracted by
key from one side. Specify desired
function per XL11-886.

L9485 x XL11-557 Prison Function Lock
Latch retracted by key outside or knob
inside. Outside knob always free
spinning. Deadbolt only thrown or
retracted by guard’s key. Inside knob
becomes fixed when deadbolt is
thrown. Auxiliary latch deadlocks latch-
bolt when door is locked. Prisoner’s key 
only retracts
latchbolt. Furnished standard with
tamper resistant Torx® screws. Specify
per XL11-557. Only available in knob trim.

 * Caution: Double cylinder locks on residences and any
  door in any structure which is used for egress are a life
  safety hazard in times of emergency and their use is not
  recommended. Installation should be in accordance with
  existing codes only.

L9412 x XL11-907 Exit Lock With Deadbolt
Latchbolt retracted by knob/lever  
inside. Outside knob/lever always  
fixed. Deadbolt thrown or retracted  
by inside thumbturn. Turning inside knob/
lever retracts both deadbolt  
and latchbolt simultaneously. Auxiliary 
latch deadlocks latchbolt when door is  
locked. Specify per XL11-907.

LV- Vandlgard function allows  
 exterior lever to rotate freely 
 down, while remaining  
 securely locked.

Note: 1) For pricing on special functions, 
  see “Special Options” page

L9066 x XL11-897 Storeroom Lock*
Key in either cylinder locks or unlocks both 
levers. When locked, latchbolt retracted 
by key either side. Specify per XL11-897.




